CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS: RESPIRATORY CARE CONTROVERSIES III

Should VAEs Become a Quality Indicator for ICUs?
Aerosolized Antibiotics to Treat VAP
Is Automated Weaning Superior to Manual SBT?
Should APRV Be the Primary Mode in ARDS?
Should a Tidal Volume of 6 mL/kg Be Used in All Patients?
Should HFOV in the Adult Be Abandoned?
Tightly Regulated O₂ Therapy to Minimize Hyperoxia in Critically Ill Patients
Early Prone Position as Standard of Care in ARDS With Refractory Hypoxemia
Early Paralysis for the Management of ARDS
Should Portable Ventilators Be Used in All In-Hospital Transports?
Should Intermittent Mandatory Ventilation Be Abolished?
Routine Early Mobilization in Mechanically Ventilated Patients
PEEP Titrilation Based on Chest Mechanics for Patients With ARDS